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Abstract

In this work, we analyze some aspects of the macroscopic Gurson–Tvergaard–Needleman (GTN)
constitutive model when it is addressed to solve ductile fracture problems by means of numerical
simulations:

(i) The analytical solutions of the material discontinuous bifurcation problem is performed.
Closed and exact formulas are obtained. The so determined critical conditions and the devel-
oped strain localization mode are afterward studied and compared in crack growth problems.
Even when this methodology of analysis is rather standard at the present, the conclusions
drawn from this study differ significantly from that obtained with a similar analysis in
quasi-brittle fracture problems.

(ii) A new very robust numerical integration method for the GTN model, namely the Impl–Ex

Method, is proposed. It is a low computational cost algorithm, equivalent to a linear problem
per each integration step, with a reasonable precision for engineering purposes. Its accuracy
and convergence rate is assessed by means of an error study applied to a ductile fracture test
simulation.

(iii) A detailed analysis of a plane strain ductile crack growth problem is performed in a material
containing two size-scale of voids. In the analysis, particular attention is given to the mesh size
dependence and to the coalescence of the larger void.
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1. Introduction

Ductile failure, understood as those processes involving localization of plastic strains
and ductile crack growth, is a topic that continuously motivates theoretical research lines
and numerical developments due to their potential applications in material science, tech-
nology and metallurgical industry.

From a micro-mechanical point of view, ductile failure is characterized by three coupled
mechanisms: nucleation, growth and coalescence of micro voids, which are induced in the
metal alloy matrix by the existence of weaker inclusions. The last mechanism, coalescence,
has important consequences at macroscopic level, it induces a notable strain softening at
the large-scale material response. Therefore, the material becomes susceptible of bifurca-
tions, instabilities and localized deformation modes.

It was suggested in many previous publications that, in order to predict the constitutive
ductile response of a structural component, it is necessary to study, in detail, the evolution
of those micro cavities and its influence on the stress state. Otherwise, it is not possible to
characterize the material behavior in an objective manner, with independence of the load-
ing states, geometries, boundary conditions, etc. In this context, a constitutive model capa-
ble to reproduce the micro-mechanical effects should be considered.

The Gurson model (Gurson, 1975; Gurson, 1977) jointly with the modifications intro-
duced by Tvergaard (1981), Tvergaard (1982) and Tvergaard and Needleman (1984) (the
GTN model) is, perhaps, one of the most popular constitutive laws formulated following
these ideas and, therefore, its applicability has been widely accepted in the scientific com-
munity involved with the numerical simulation of ductile failure. This model arises from a
micro-mechanical analysis assuming the existence of spherical voids embedded in a stan-
dard J2 elasto-plastic matrix material. The resultant macroscopic law can efficiently sim-
ulate both the nucleation and the growth of micro cavities. These two degradation
mechanism are considered in the model by means of a scalar damage-like variable, namely
the volumetric void fraction ‘‘f”, whose evolution governs the gradual loss of material
strength. On the other hand, the void coalescence process is a more complex micro-
mechanical effect and constitutes an important limitation of the model response. A possi-
ble strategy for including this effect, consists of adopting an empirical criterion where the
void coalescence occurs for a predefined (constant) critical value of porosity fC, see for
example Needleman and Tvergaard (1987), Xia et al. (1995), Gao et al. (1998), fitting this
new parameter by experimental or numerical validation. However, there is no physical evi-
dence assuring the existence of a constant void fraction value which, being independent of
the geometry or loading state, determines the coalescence onset. An alternative concept
was proposed by Thomason (1985), Thomason (1998). Zhang (1998) used it in order to
formulate the so called Complete Gurson Model. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that
the coalescence phenomenon depends strongly of the interaction between neighbor voids,
see Tvergaard and Hutchinson (2002).

Nevertheless, in the present work, we are not interested neither in a detailed discussion
of the fundamental mechanisms governing the ductile crack growth problems nor in a
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comparison between different available constitutive models devised to capture it. Actually,
the main objective of this contribution is to present new computational developments
addressed to solve numerically that problem.

Although, as a starting assumption, we adopt the classical GTN constitutive model to
describe the underlying macroscopic material response and a linear kinematics hypothesis
(infinitesimal strains), these aspects do not restrict our final conclusions. The issues
addressed in this paper could be straightforwardly extended to cover alternative ductile
failure criteria, as well as the exact kinematics.

Two contributions are addressed:

(i) First, we study the standard discontinuous bifurcation analysis applied to the GTN
model. The material instability criterion is based on the classical Rice’s contribution.
In this context, we introduce an analytical strategy capable to solve the problem in a
closed form (exactly for the proposed model). This procedure is general, in the sense
that it is not restricted to bidimensional cases. It computes the first time that the
localization (or acoustic) elasto-plastic tensor becomes singular during the material
response history, as well as the direction of the deformation mode compatibles with
the bifurcation angle that defines the tensor singularity. The influence of the stress
state and stress triaxiality ratio on the critical bifurcation conditions, is studied
through a parametric analysis in terms of the mean stress and porosity. Furthermore,
under the conditions that yield stress is much smaller than the Young’s modulus (in
this study it is of the order ry/E � 10�3), the conclusions obtained with this analysis
are not restricted to the small strain kinematics (see Besson et al., 2001).

(ii) Time integration strategies are also analyzed in this work. As a novel contribution, a
new method for the integration of the, highly nonlinear, rate equations of the GTN
model is proposed. It has been termed the Impl–Ex Method (Oliver et al., 2005). As
we demonstrate by means of several numerical examples, this techniques overcomes
the typical drawbacks associated to the lack of robustness in standard implicit pro-
cedures, mainly because the method guarantees the positive definiteness of the con-
sistent tangent constitutive tensor when the strain localization and void-coalescence
phenomena become the dominant mechanisms of failure. Additionally, it results a
low computational cost strategy with reasonable precision for engineering purposes.
Quantitative and qualitative analysis for the new algorithm are presented.

These two mentioned topics are then applied to analyze typical ductile failure situa-
tions. Special attention is paid to solve tensile bar tests, in plane strain or axial symmetry
cases, and the crack growth problem in a material containing a void population with two
different size-scales. We remark, in order to understand the correct scope of the paper, that
we address the study of the ductile fracture problem arising as a material instability phe-
nomenon. Problems displaying geometrical instabilities (such as necking due to resistant
net section changes) are, obviously, not addressed in the article.

The numerical discrete model has been implemented using a bilinear quadrilateral
BBAR finite element formulation, taken from Simo and Hughes (1998). This type of finite
element shows good performances for solving solid mechanics problems characterized by
presenting isochoric deformations.

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, the governing rate equations,
defining the GTN constitutive law, are introduced. In Section 3, we present a general
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and analytical material instability analysis and obtain closed formulas to determinate the
critical condition. Once this condition is fulfilled, the corresponding bifurcation mode
could be induced and therefore, the strain localization phenomenon starts. In Section 4,
a new integration scheme (Impl–Ex method) applied to the GTN model is formulated.
The numerical examples presented in Sections 5 and 6 demonstrate the potential applica-
bility of the Impl–Ex integration algorithm. Important remarks about the correspondence
between the first and posterior predicted material bifurcation conditions and the observed
localization mode in the solid, are shown. The conclusion drawn from the analysis of this
particular point is quite different from that observed in quasi-brittle material failure pro-
cesses (Oliver et al., 2002; Belytschko et al., 2003). Finally, some conclusions are summa-
rized. In two final appendices, useful expressions can be found.

2. The GTN model definition

Unlike the constitutive laws that follow the classic J2 criterion, the Gurson model pos-
tulates that both components of the stress tensor r: the spherical ð�p1Þ and deviatoric part
(S = dev(r)), appear in the definition of the yield surface which, jointly with the plastic
flow normality rule, allow for non-isochoric plastic deformations. From contributions
proposed by Tvergaard (1981, 1982) and Tvergaard and Needleman (1984), the yield con-
dition can be expressed as

/ðr;�e; f Þ ¼ q
r0ð�eÞ

� �2

þ 2q1f �ðf Þ coshðaÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
/p

�1� q3½f �ðf Þ�
2 ¼ 0

a ¼ � 3

2

q2p
r0

ð1Þ

assuming that the Cauchy stress tensor (r) is computed in the form:

rðp; qÞ ¼ �p1þ 2

3
qn; n ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=2

p
ðS=kSkÞ ð2Þ

where p ¼ � 1
3
trðrÞ represents the hydrostatic pressure (minus the mean stress), 1 is the

second order identity tensor, q ¼ 3
2
ðS : SÞ

� �1
2 the equivalent stress, q1, q2 and q3

ðq3 ¼ q2
1Þ are material parameters to be estimated by experimental validation and r0 is

the microscopic yield stress depending (only) on the microscopic equivalent plastic strain
�e in the matrix material, through the hardening law:

r0 ¼ r0ð�eÞ ð3Þ
In order to emphasize the yield function dependence with the pressure, the second term of
Eq. (1) is called /p. In the development of the following numerical algorithm, this term will
be subjected to a particular treatment. The void fraction is considered through the scalar
magnitude f which acts as an additional internal variable of the model. Its evolution in-
duces, at macroscopic or structural level, the material softenig behavior. Following Tverg-
aard and Needleman (1984), the void-coalescence phenomenon can be considered by
means of a modified void fraction function f* in the definition of the yield criterion:

f � ¼
f for f 6 fC

fC þ
1

q1
�fC

fF�fC
ðf � fCÞ for f C < f < fF

(
ð4Þ
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where f �ðfFÞ ¼ 1
q1

is the maximum admissible porous fraction value compatible with Eq.
(1). The modification (4) is activated when f > fC, being fC the critical level of the void frac-
tion that induces the coalescence process, whereas the complete degradation is reached for
fF (i.e. / = 0, such that p = 0 and q = 0). In this work it is assumed: fC = 0.15 and
fF = 0.25.

Considering linear kinematics, it is valid the additive decomposition of the macroscopic
strain tensor (e) in terms of a reversible elastic component (ee) and a plastic irreversible
counterpart (ep):

e ¼ ee þ ep ð5Þ
The macroscopic plastic strain rate follows the classical normality assumption. It is ex-
pressed as

_ep ¼ c
o/
or
¼ cM ð6Þ

where c is the plastic multiplier and M its direction tensor, showing that the inelastic strain
rate field ð_epÞ results orthogonal to the yield surface in the stress space. In view of expres-
sion (2), Eq. (6) can be rewritten in terms of the volumetric and deviatoric component of
the plastic strain tensor:

_ep ¼ c � 1

3

o/
op

1þ o/
oq

n

� �
¼ 1

3
_ep
p1þ _ep

qn ð7Þ

where, we define the scalar terms:

_ep
p ¼ �c

o/
op

ð8Þ

_ep
q ¼ c

o/
oq

ð9Þ

From Eqs. (8), (9), it trivially follows:

_ep
p

o/
oq
þ _ep

q

o/
op
¼ 0 ð10Þ

Following Tvergaard (1990), we consider two terms that contribute to the porous fraction
evolution law. The first one, associated to the void growth rate, depends strongly on the
stress triaxiality state (T = �p/q) through the trace of _ep ð_ep

p ¼ trð_epÞÞ. The remaining term
simulates the void nucleation rate and it turns out to be a function of the microscopic
equivalent plastic strain ð_�eÞ in the matrix material:

_f ¼ ð1� f Þ_ep
p|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}

growth

þAmð�eÞ_�e|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
nucleation

ð11Þ

where the Amð�eÞ function is defined as a normal distribution law with mean and standard
deviation values given by �eN and sN respectively, see Chu and Needleman (1980):

Am ¼Amð�eÞ ¼
fN

sN

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p exp � 1

2

�e� �eN

sN

� 	2
" #

ð12Þ
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Postulating the balance of plastic work rate between the micro ðr0; _�eÞ and macroscopic
ðr; _epÞ magnitudes, it is obtained the following equation which governs the evolution of
the microscopic equivalent plastic strain:

_�e ¼ r : _ep

ð1� f Þr0

ð13Þ

Finally, the complementarity (loading–unloading) conditions are introduced as follows:

/ðp; q;�e; f Þ 6 0; c P 0; c/ðp; q;�e; f Þ ¼ 0 ð14Þ
3. Material bifurcation analysis

In this section we analyze the classical problem of material discontinuous bifurcation
(Rudnicki et al., 1975; Rice, 1976). Particularly, a closed formula to detect the critical con-
dition is shown. The solution of this problem gives the first possible bifurcation mode,
although, as we will show in the following sections, generally it does not correspond with
the strain localization mechanism which is finally activated.

Initially, the tangent constitutive modulus of the GTN model (C) must be determined.
Subsequently, the analytical expression of the bifurcation condition is derived. The final
subsection shows an application of this issue.

3.1. Continuum elasto-plastic tangent tensor

Let us consider the plastic consistency equation coming from Eq. (14):

c _/ðp; q;�e; f Þ ¼ 0 ð15Þ
Assuming a plastic loading state (c > 0), Eq. (15) requires that:

_/ ¼ o/ðr;�e; f Þ
ot

¼ o/
or|{z}
M

: _rþ o/
o�e|{z}
r

_�eþ o/
of|{z}

n

_f ¼ 0 ð16Þ

where M, N and R are defined in Appendix A.2.
The stress–strain incremental relation and the flow rule determine the following

equality:

_r ¼ C e : ð_e� _epÞ ¼ C e : ð_e� cMÞ ð17Þ

where Ce is the elastic isotropic constitutive Hooke’s tensor, see Eq. (A.23) in Appendix
A.2.

Substituting (17), (11) and (13) in (16), the plastic multiplier c could be obtained:

c ¼ ðM : C eÞ
nðHÞ : _e ¼ P

nðHÞ : _e ð18Þ

where P = (M:Ce). The scalar term n(H), which depends on the material hardening
modulus

H ¼ or0

o�e
ð19Þ
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is given by the following expression:

nðHÞ ¼ ðM : C e : MÞ � nð1� f ÞtrðMÞ � ðnAm þ rÞ ðr : MÞ
ð1� f Þr0

ð20Þ

After inserting Eq. (18) in (17), it is obtained the loading tangent modulus:

_r ¼ C ep : _e ð21Þ

C ep ¼ C e � ðC
e : MÞ � ðM : C eÞ

nðHÞ ¼ C e � P � P

nðHÞ ð22Þ

When f 6¼ 0, it is not possible to assure the Cep strong ellipticity character even if H > 0,
which means that the model could be subjected to material instability, bifurcation and
strain localized modes.

The general format of the tangent constitutive modulus (C) can be written as follows:

_r ¼ C : _e; C ¼
Ce if c ¼ 0 ðelastic unloadingÞ
Cep if c > 0 ðplastic loadingÞ



ð23Þ
3.2. Analytical (closed) solution of the material bifurcation problem

The critical conditions which can induce a ‘‘feasible material bifurcation mode” depend
on the spectral properties of the elasto-plastic localization tensor Qep (defined as
Qep = g � Cep � g, where g is a unit vector) Rice and Rudnicki (1980), Ottosen and Runes-
son (1991), in particular it is necessary to verify:

det½QepðH ; g; tÞ� ¼ det ðg � C e � gÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Qe

� g � P � P

nðHÞ � g
� 	264

375
¼ detðQeÞ|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}

>0

1� ZðH ; g; tÞ
nðH ; tÞ

� �
¼ 0 ð24Þ

note that Qe is the elastic acoustic tensor, see Eq. (A.26) in Appendix A.2.
In Eq. (24), g represents the unit vector being orthogonal to the strain localization

direction, t the (pseudo) time of analysis and Z(H,g, t), assuming isotropic elasticity (see
definition of Ce in Eq. (A.23)), is a function that can be evaluated as

ZðH ; g; tÞ ¼ g � P �Qe�1 � P � g ¼ ðg � P � P � gÞ
l

� ðg � P � gÞ
2

2lð1� lÞ ð25Þ

Classically, the material instability criterion is associated to finding those conditions such
that Eq. (24) is fulfilled for the first time. This situation can be mathematically formulated
by means of a constrained minimization procedure. We can express it as follows (see Oliver
and Huespe (2004)): given a hardening modulus H, find gcrit (the critical direction) such that:

gcrit ¼ arg min
kgk¼1

det½QepðH ; g; tÞ�

 �

ð26Þ

then, the (first) bifurcation time, t = tB, results when

det½QepðH ; gcrit; t ¼ tBÞ� ¼ 0 ð27Þ
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From Eqs. (24) and (27), we can formulate a criterion to detect material bifurcation (tB):

while nðHÞ > ZcritðH ; gcrit; tÞ ) t < tB ) det½QepðH ; gcrit; tÞ� > 0

when nðHÞ ¼ ZcritðH ; gcrit; tÞ ) t ¼ tB ) det½QepðH ; gcrit; tÞ� ¼ 0

where the Zcrit value arises after evaluating Eq. (25) with g = gcrit.
In view of expression (24), taking into account that n(H) does not depend on g, Eq. (26)

implies necessarily that:

gcrit ¼ arg max
kgk¼1

ZðH ; g; tÞ

 �

ð28Þ

Zcrit ¼ ZðH ; gcrit; tÞ ð29Þ
In order to solve this constrained (maximization) problem, we adopt the geometric strat-
egy proposed by Willam (2000) and Oliver and Huespe (2004). In the last reference, it is
demonstrated that a general form for the critical direction gcrit, lying in the plane defined
by the two eigenvectors (PI, PIII) of the tensor P, could be computed as

gcrit ¼ cosðhcritÞPI þ sinðhcritÞPIII ð30Þ
in terms of the critical angle hcrit between the first principal direction of tensor P (PI) and
gcrit:

tan2ðhcritÞ ¼ � P III � bP I

P I � bP III

; b ¼ m
ð1� mÞ ð31Þ

being {PI > PII > PIII} and {PI,PII,PIII} the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of P, respec-
tively, (this type of notation for principal values and principal directions will be applied
for all tensor entities defined in the paper).

Remark 1. Due to the symmetry of P, and the adopted underlying ‘‘isotropic” elastic
model, the bifurcation analysis presented in this section originates exact solutions for the
GTN model, see Oliver and Huespe (2004) for a more detailed discussion about this topic.

Remark 2. Notice that P and r diagonalize in the same orthonormal base, i.e. comparing
Eqs. (2) and (A.27), it is verified the coaxiality between their eigenvectors: {Pi} � {ri},
then hcrit could also be interpreted as the angle between the normal vector to the localiza-
tion band (gcrit) and the first stress principal direction rI.
3.3. Application

From the previous analytical study, based on an adequate comparison between the
magnitude n(H) and the critical value Zcrit, it was proven that once the hardening modulus
H has been defined (as a material data property), both the stress state (r) and the level of
void fraction in the matrix material (f) play a role in the determination of the bifurcation
conditions. In order to evidence this dependence, we present a series of graphics in the
‘‘p–f” space (pressure–porosity). It should be considered that, given each couple (p, f) of
points, by using the equation / = 0 and assuming �e fixed, we can parameterize q(p, f) as
a function of p and f. Therefore, in the plane (p, f), exists an admissible zone of points
where / = 0, and a not admissible zone where / > 0. Furthermore, every point (p, f), in
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the admissible zone, has assigned a stress triaxiality factor T = �p/q, as it is shown in
Fig. 1b.
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In this application, the constitutive material response was characterized by setting the
following mechanical parameters: q1 = 1.5, q2 = 1.0, q3 = 2.25, fN = 0.04, sN = 0.1,
eN = 0.3, ry/E = 1/300, m = 0.3, fC = 0.15, fF = 0.25 and r0 ¼ ry 1þ E�e

ry

h iN
with N = 0.1.

Figs. 2 and 3 plot those points (p, f) satisfying the material instability condition (Eq.
(27)). We consider two arbitrary class of deviatoric tensors ‘‘n” (see Eq. (2)) defined by
their corresponding Lode’s angle (a). This angle is directly related to the classical Lode’s
parameter: N ¼ �

ffiffiffi
3
p

tan a (see Hill, 1950, pp. 10) giving the angular position of a stress
point P, in the octahedral plane, respect to the horizontal direction, as displayed in Fig. 2a.

In first place, Fig. 2 displays the obtained analytical bifurcation results for a = 30� and
considering two limit situations in terms of the material hardening modulus: �e ¼ 0:04
determining a high H value (H = E/100, r0 = E/230, see Fig. 2b) and �e ¼ 2:00 inducing
a low H value (H � 0, r0 = E/160, see Fig. 2a). The microscopic yield stress r0 and the
hardening modulus H, for each case, are computed once defined �e (which is assumed as
constant for the complete analysis) following the above defined exponential law. In
Fig. 3, the same study is presented but now assuming a = 0�. The gray color scale used
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in the graphs (2), (3) establishes a range of values for the critical bifurcation angle hcrit,
computed from Eq. (31).

In view of the previously shown results, we can conclude that the GTN model is able to
predict different bifurcation modes. In this sense, it must be emphasized that the stress tri-
axiality ratio plays an important role in the obtained bifurcation angle. As T increases
(T ?1), the void growth term in the evolution law of f (Eq. (11)) becomes more and
more significant, then the yield function displays a greater curvature evidencing a marked
difference with respect to the classical Von Mises model. In that case, the bifurcation study
yields a gcrit vector tending to be collinear with rI (hcrit � 0�) and consequently a mode I of
failure could be induced. Two special remarks can be done: (i) the angle hcrit � 0� is only
observed when high stress triaxiality values are present; (ii) hcrit � 0� is not possible for J2

based constitutive laws which postulate, invariably, shear bands type failure mechanisms
(hcrit � 45�).

It can be observed, from Figs. 1–3, the modification introduced by the adopted coales-
cence criterion when the void fraction reaches the critical value f = fC, see Eq. (4).
Remark 3. Considering f = 0, the / function becomes identical to the yield criterion for
the J2 standard plasticity model, however Eq. (20) jointly with Eq. (22) show that, even in
such special case, the constitutive tangent tensors are not equivalent for both models,
because the terms N and Am do not necessarily vanish. This situation explains the
differences between Figs. 2a and 3a, for f = 0 (abscissa axis), even when they only differ by
the Lode’s angle definition, being that the bifurcation analysis applied to J2 model does
not depend on the Lode’s angle.

4. Numerical integration

Different methodologies addressed to integrate the GTN constitutive model have been
presented in the literature, see for example Zhang (1995), Kojic et al. (2002), Betegon et al.
(2006), among others. In the general case, the coupled equation system determined by an
implicit Euler-Backward method cannot be solved by means of a standard Newton–Raph-
son scheme because, due to the highly nonlinear evolution of the internal variables, the
convergence fails very frequently. Aravas (1987) has presented a strategy based on the par-
tition of the equation system and a double loop to improve the robustness of the standard
implicit method.

It should be mentioned that, in all cases where material instabilities are present, the
strategies based on implicit procedures yield consistent stiffness matrices that become
not positive definite (a singular point in the fundamental equilibrium branch is crossed)
in some stage of the softening regime, irrespective of the control method (arc-length) to
be used in the time integration procedure. Obviously, this feature introduce a serious
drawback in the simulation of problems, becoming a source of numerical difficulties (Oli-
ver and Huespe, 2004).

In Oliver et al. (2005) a time integration algorithm based on an implicit–explicit (Impl–

Ex) strategy was recently proposed. In that reference it was shown the benefits and good
performances obtained when this technique is addressed to integrate isotropic damage and
J2 elasto-plastic models. In the present work, we add some new ingredients to this proce-
dure in order to solve a pressure dependent law, such as the GTN model.
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The Impl–Ex strategy requires a double stress integration per time step. One, based on a
standard implicit scheme and the other based on an explicit extrapolation algorithm.

Therefore, in the next subsection, we present an implicit integration scheme based on
the Aravas’ method. After that, the explicit integration stage is described jointly with
the effective tangent tensor consistent with this procedure.

4.1. Implicit (two-stages) integration scheme

Applying an Euler-Backward finite difference scheme (implicit integrator) to the alge-
braic-differential equation system describing the GTN model evolution (normality rule
(10), yield condition (1) and evolution laws for internal variables according to Eqs. (13)
and (11)), and assuming that a loading process happens, the discrete equations at the inte-
gration step (n + 1), can be written as

Dep
p

o/
oq þ Dep

q
o/
op ¼ 0 ðaÞ

q
r0

h i2

þ 2q1f � coshðaÞ � 1� q3ðf �Þ
2 ¼ 0 ðbÞ

�pDep
pþqDep

q

ð1�f Þr0
� D�e ¼ 0 ðcÞ

ð1� f ÞDep
p þAmD�e� Df ¼ 0 ðdÞ

ð32Þ

where ½Dep
p ;Dep

q ;D�e;Df � represent the finite increments for the internal variable rates
½_ep

p ; _e
p
q ; _�e; _f � and all the non-incremental terms are evaluated at time step (n + 1). In a more

compact form, Eq. (32) can be expressed as Rn+1 = 0, where the residue (R) of the equa-
tion system is defined by

R¼

Ra

Rb

. . .

Rc

Rd

26666664

37777775¼
R1

. . .

R2

264
375¼

Dep
p

o/
oqþDep

q
o/
op

ð q
r0
Þ2þ2q1f � coshðaÞ�1�q3ðf �Þ

2

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
�pDep

pþqDep
q

ð1�f Þr0
�D�e

ð1� f ÞDep
pþAmD�e�Df

266666664

377777775 ð33Þ

Note the adopted fractional format for Eq. (33), which will be used to formulate the im-
plicit two-stages procedure.

The solution of system (32) can be found via an iterative procedure. Let the vector
DX ¼ ½Dep

p ;Dep
q ;D�e;Df � ¼ Xnþ1 � Xn represent the finite increments for the internal vari-

ables. Then, the iterative first order corrections dX(i) for the incremental state variables
DX can be computed using the Jacobian matrix (J) arising from the linearized form of
the equation system (32):

J ðiÞ ¼ oRðiÞ

oDX
¼

J aa J ab : J ac J ad

J ba J bb : J bc J bd

. . . : . . . : : . . . : . . . :

J ca J cb : J cc J cd

J da J db : J dc J dd

26666664

37777775 ¼
A11 : A12

. . . : : . . . :

A21 : A22

264
375 ð34Þ
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in order to obtain:

dX ðiÞ ¼ �J ðiÞ
�1

RðiÞ; dX ðiÞ ¼

dDep
p

dDep
q

. . . :

dD�e

dDf

26666664

37777775 ¼
d1

. . . :

d2

264
375 ð35Þ

where the supra-index (i) means iteration number i, in the same integration step interval:
(n + 1). The expressions corresponding to the components of J are derived in Appendix A.1.

In general, the direct application of iteration (35) does not work appropriately to solve
(32). Therefore, based in the partition of Eqs. (33) and (34), it has been proposed a double
loop fractional (staggered) iterative procedure as shown in Box (1). The internal loop
solves kR2k = 0, by fixing d1 � 0, i.e. Dep

p and Dep
q remain constant during the loop itera-

tions. Therefore, each iteration determines:

d2 ¼ A�1
22 R2 ð36Þ

until to the internal loop converges. Based on the equation system (35), the external loop
computes d1, considering R2 = 0, as follows:

d1 ¼ ðA11 � A12A�1
22 A21Þ�1

R1 ð37Þ
Box 1: Implicit numerical integration algorithm
Integration step: (n + 1)

INPUT: en+1; Xn ¼ ½ep
n , �en; fn�

(1) Trial state

Compute : rtrial ¼ C e : ðenþ1 � ep
nÞ; Strial ¼ devðrtrialÞ

pnþ1 ¼ ptrial ¼ � 1

3
trðrtrialÞ; qnþ1 ¼ qtrial ¼ ½3=2ðStrial : StrialÞ�1=2

ntrial ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=2

p
ðStrial=kSktrialÞ; /trial ¼ /ðrtrial;�en; fnÞ

Assume: DXnþ1 ¼ 0; i:e :Dep
p ¼ Dep

q ¼ D�e ¼ Df ¼ 0
(2) Check yield criterion

If /trial
6 0? Go to step (7)

If /trial > 0? Go to step (3)
(3) Newton external loop: iteration for Dep

p and Dep
q, to solve Rnþ1

1 ¼ 0

Evaluate: r0 ¼ r0ð�eÞ and Am ¼Amð�eÞ (from Eqs. (3) and (12))
Compute residual: R1ðDep

p ;Dep
q ;D�e;Df Þ, from Eq. (33)

Compute jacobian: J, from Eq. (34) (see also Appendix A.1)
Compute increments for the two first equations: d1 ¼ ½A11 � A12A�1

22 A21��1
R1

Update:
Dep

p

Dep
q

� �
! Dep

p

Dep
q

� �
þ d1

Update: pnþ1 ¼ ptrial þ jDep
p and qnþ1 ¼ qtrial � 3lDep

q



(4) Newton internal loop: iteration for D�e and Df, to solve Rnþ1
2 ¼ 0

valuate: r0 ¼ r0ð�eÞ and Am ¼Amð�eÞ (from Eqs. (3) and (12))
Compute residual: R2ðDep

p ;Dep
q ;D�e;Df Þ, from Eq. (33)

Compute: A22, from Eq. (34) (see also Appendix A.1)
Compute increments for the last two equations: d2 ¼ A�1

22 R2

Update:
D�e
Df

� �
! D�e

Df

� �
þ d2

Update: �enþ1 ¼ �en þ D�e and fn+1 = fn + Df

(5) Check convergence for internal loop

Update residual: R2ðDep
p ;Dep

q ;D�e;Df Þ, from Eq. (33)
If kR2k < tol2 ? Go to step (6)
else ? Go back to step (4)

End internal loop
(6) Check convergence for external loop

Update residual: R1ðDep
p ;Dep

q ;D�e;Df Þ, from Eq. (33)
If kR1k < tol1 ? Go to step (7)
else ? Go back to step (3)

End external loop

(7) Update stress state

rnþ1 ¼ �pnþ11þ
2

3
qnþ1ntrial

(8) Update plastic strain tensor

e
p
nþ1 ¼ ep

n þ
1

3
Dep

p1þ Dep
qntrial

OUTPUT: rnþ1; Xnþ1 ¼ ½ep
nþ1;�enþ1; fnþ1�
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4.2. Implicit–explicit (Impl–Ex) integration scheme

A consistent application of the above mentioned numerical scheme at the global or
structural level, originates an adequate and sufficiently robust methodology when the
mechanical response is governed by quasi-homogeneous plastic deformation patterns,
associated with low levels of porous fraction in the matrix material.

However, this methodology exhibits a drastic degradation of the numerical stability in
the post-critical regime, mainly when ductile failure induced by the void coalescence and
the related effect of strain localization is reached. This behavior is due to the loss of the
tangent algorithmic operator positive definiteness, which is caused by the material insta-
bilities in that stage of the process.

This reason motivates a modification of the integration procedure. The new method
provides two sequence of variables defining the problem:
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- the sequence called ‘‘implicit”, denoted with the symbol ð̂�Þ over each variable:
fr̂; êp; ĉ; f̂ ; �̂eg.

- the sequence called ‘‘explicit”, denoted with the symbol ð~�Þ over each variable:
fer;~ep;ec; ef ;~�eg.
The Impl–Ex integration strategy has been implemented as we explain next.

4.2.1. Proposed numerical algorithm for Impl–Ex method

Let a strain increment Den+1 at the integration step (n + 1) be given. The implicit set of
variables fr̂nþ1; ê

p
nþ1; ĉnþ1; f̂ nþ1; �̂enþ1g, are obtained by applying the algorithm of Box (1).

The explicit terms (n + 1), of the explicit sequence, are determined by the following
procedure:

(1) the implicit internal variables f̂ n, �̂en and the plastic multiplier ĉn of the previous time
step (n) are assigned to the corresponding explicit variables of the step (n + 1):

~f nþ1 ¼ f̂ n ð38Þ
~�enþ1 ¼ �̂en ð39Þ

~cnþ1 ¼ ĉn
Dtnþ1

Dtn
ð40Þ
where, in Eq. (40) and accounting for possible variations between the integration
step lengths. n + 1 (Dtn+1) and n (Dtn), ĉn has been scaled by the factor Dtn+1/Dtn.
Once defined ~f nþ1 and ~�enþ1, the terms ~r0nþ1 and ~f �nþ1 are determined by means of Eqs.
(3), (4) respectively:
~f �nþ1 ¼ f �ð~f nþ1Þ ð41Þ
~r0nþ1 ¼ r0ð~�enþ1Þ ð42Þ

(2) the explicit stress term is then obtained by means of an Elastic Predictor–Plastic Cor-

rector scheme:

~rnþ1 ¼ r̂n þ C e : ðDenþ1 � D~ep
nþ1Þ ¼ r̂trial|{z}

Elastic Predictor

� C e : D~ep
nþ1|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Plastic Corrector

ð43Þ
the first term, r̂trial ¼ r̂n þ C e : Denþ1, coincides with the implicit elastic predictor of
step (n + 1). The plastic corrector considers an explicit plastic strain value ðD~epÞ:
D~ep
nþ1 ¼ ~cnþ1

owð~rnþ1; ~f nþ1;~�enþ1Þ
or

ð44Þ
where the function w is similar to the GTN yield criterion:
w ¼ q
r0

� �2

þ wp � 1� q3ðf �Þ
2 ð45Þ
except the pressure dependent term wp which is a parabolic approach to /p in (1):
wpðpÞ ¼ /pðp̂nÞ þ
o/pðp̂nÞ

op
½p � p̂n� þ

1

2

o2/pðp̂nÞ
opop

½p � p̂n�2

¼ /pðp̂nÞ þ ~v~x sinhð~xp̂nÞ½p � p̂n� þ
1

2
~v~x2 coshð~xp̂nÞ½p � p̂n�2

~v ¼ 2q1
~f �nþ1; ~x ¼ � 3

2

q2

~r0nþ1

ð46Þ
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From Eqs. (43)–(46), the explicit stress ~rnþ1 is determined in closed form:
~rnþ1 ¼ eS nþ1 � ~pnþ11

eS nþ1 ¼ 1þ 6l~cnþ1

~r2
0nþ1

� ��1

Ŝtrial

~pnþ1 ¼ ð1þ j~cnþ1~v~x2 coshð~xp̂nÞÞ�1 p̂trial � j~cnþ1

o/pðp̂nÞ
op

� � ð47Þ

In Box (2), the complete algorithm for the Impl–Ex method can be found.
4.3. Momentum balance equation and the effective tangent modulus

The Principle of the Virtual Power, applied to the body X at step (n + 1), is verified by
using the explicit stresses, as follows:Z

X
ð~rnþ1 : rsduÞdX�

Z
X
ðf ext � duÞdX ¼ 0; for all admissible du ð48Þ

In the context of the finite element method, Eq. (48) is discretized and generally solved by
means of a Newton–Raphson scheme. In that case, given the residue of the internal and
external forces:

Res ¼
Z

X
ð~rnþ1 : rsduÞdX�

Z
X
ðf ext � duÞdX ð49Þ

the discrete body incremental displacement, Du, are found via an iterative procedure,
where every iteration solves:

KDu ¼ �Res ð50Þ
The stiffness matrix K = oRes/ou results from the assembling of the elemental stiffness
matrices Ke as follows:
x 2: Impl–Ex numerical integration algorithm
egration step: (n + 1)

INPUT: en+1; implicit previous values: X̂n; p̂n; ĉn

1) Implicit integration

CALL IMPLICIT ROUTINE (Box (1))
OUTPUT: r̂nþ1; X̂nþ1; p̂trial; Ŝtrial

2) Internal variables extrapolations from previous implicit values

~cnþ1 ¼ ĉn
Dtnþ1

Dtn

~�enþ1 ¼ �̂en

~f nþ1 ¼ f̂n



(3) Update stress state: ~rnþ1

Evaluate: b1 ¼ 1þ ½6l~cnþ1=~r2
0nþ1�

Evaluate: b2 ¼ 1þ j~cnþ1~v~x2 coshð~xp̂nÞ
where: ~v ¼ 2q1

~f �nþ1; ~x ¼ � 3
2

q2

~r2
0nþ1

Compute : eS nþ1 ¼
1

b1

bS trial

~pnþ1 ¼
1

b2

p̂trial � j~cnþ1

o/pðp̂nÞ
op

� �
~rnþ1 ¼ �~pnþ11þ eS nþ1

OUTPUT: explicit values: ~rnþ1; eX nþ1; implicit values : p̂nþ1; bX nþ1
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K ¼
Xnelem

e¼1

ðKeK eÞ; K e ¼
Z

Xe
ðBT C eff

nþ1BÞdX ð51Þ

where Ke is the standard assembling operator, B is the elemental strain–displacement ma-
trix and C eff

nþ1 the effective tangent tensor:

C eff
nþ1 ¼

o~rnþ1

oenþ1

ð52Þ

The fundamental property that we have preserved with Eqs. (43)–(47), is that w results a
quadratic and convex function on the variables ~p and ~q, implying that the Hessian matrix
H = o2w/or2 will be a positive definite tensor. This important aspect defines an effective
tangent tensor, C eff

nþ1, that is always a positive definite and constant (not depending of
Den+1) term, even when material failure is present during the numerical simulation process.
From Eqs. (43)–(46), C eff

nþ1 is given by

C eff
nþ1 ¼ ðIþ ~cnþ1C e : HÞ�1

: C e ¼ ~j1� 1þ 2~l I� 1

3
1� 1

� �
ð53Þ

~l ¼ l 1þ 6l~cnþ1

~r2
0nþ1

� ��1

; ~l > 0: ð54Þ

~j ¼ j 1þ j~cnþ1~v~x2 coshð~xp̂nÞ
� �1

; ~j > 0; ð55Þ

where the fourth and second order identity tensors, I and 1, are defined in Appendix A.2.
It is then straightforward to show that the positive definite character of C eff

nþ1 is inherited
by the finite element global stiffness matrix (51) determining a numerically well-posed
equation set (50). Furthermore, due to the constant character of the Ceff tensor, the global
equation system solution (48) requires only one iteration per time step to converge. Both
properties characterize the high performance of the Impl–Ex algorithm when compared
with the implicit method of Section 4.1.

In the next section we study, by means of a typical example, the convergence rate of the
Impl–Ex procedure compared with the implicit version. Also the comparative computa-
tional cost in every case, is presented.
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5. The tensile bar test

The GTN material model has the feature of capturing dissimilar localization modes,
which, in general, correspond with different mechanisms inducing the material failure.
They are: (a) shear bands, where predominant deviatoric strains are developed into the
strain localized zone, (b) mode I of fracture, where dominant spherical strains are observed
in the same zone. The last failure mode is typically observed in quasi-brittle crack growth
problems.

This constitutive model property is analyzed in the present section by means of the ten-
sile bar test. We model it until reaching the total loss of the structural load carrying capac-
ity. A rectangular bar in plane strain and a round bar subjected to axial symmetry
conditions are simulated. Even when these solutions have been presented in the 80’s by
Needleman and Tvergaard; in the following subsections we remark two aspects of this
problem:

(i) the role played by the bifurcation condition (det[Qep] = 0) and the angle h, solution
of the equation det [Qep(g(h))] = 0, in the transition from a shear band to an opening
localization mode. Such mechanism is observed where a high stress triaxiality is
developed.

(ii) the algorithmic issues related to the finite element approach: the pathological depen-
dence of the numerical results with the mesh size and the integration scheme
accuracy.

The main features of the failure mechanisms for both bars, with material data corre-
sponding to a steel, can be observed in Fig. 4. The results of that figure correspond to
the end of analysis, when the complete loss of the bar load carrying capacity has been
reached. Fig. 4a shows in black the finite elements that remain in the plastic loading con-
dition. This figure, jointly with Fig. 4d, displays clearly the strain localization and defor-
mation modes related to each bar type: a shear band formation for plane strain condition
and an opening mode I for axial symmetry condition. The zones displaying a void fraction
f > 0.2, colored in dark gray in Fig. 4c, could be interpreted as that material reaching the
complete stress exhaustion. The round bar plastic strain in Fig. 4e shows the trend to form
the characteristic cup-cone fracture mode observed in this test. Additional details about
this numerical simulation aspect (the cup-cone formation) have been presented in the work
of Besson et al. (2003). The necking observed in the round bar example is the result of a
global bifurcation mode as a consequence of the material instability. In both test, the onset
of localization process, in the central part of the bar, is induced by means of a small geo-
metrical imperfection.

5.1. Localization and analytical bifurcation modes in the round bar test

It is a well known fact that the analytical bifurcation analysis of the Section 3.2, based
on determining the first time tB that Eq. (24) is verified for the critical angle hcrit given by
Eq. (26), does not necessarily determine neither the global mode of localization nor the
onset time of it. Therefore, the strain localization response, understood as the process
inducing plastic loading in a thin material slice while the neighborhood (bulk) material
is elastically unloading, is intrinsically related with a material instability phenomenon,



Fig. 4. Predicted strain localization modes for a round (symmetry of revolution) and a rectangular (plane strain)
bar. BBAR finite element meshes with aspect ratio (in the necking zone) equal to 1 have been used: (a) Finite
elements verifying loading state in the final stages of the analysis. (b) Contour lines of iso-displacements. (c) Void
fraction contour fill ‘‘f”. (d) Finite element mesh in the deformed configuration. (e) Microscopic equivalent plastic
strain map ‘‘�e”.
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Rice (1976). Therefore, it is necessary that the material instability condition (24) should be
verified for the observed localization angle (hloc) in correspondence with the direction of
the strain localized band, and time tloc > tB, even when they are not coincident with the
results of Eq. (26) at time tB.

In the present section we analyze the relation between those concepts in the round bar ten-
sile test. Performing the analytical bifurcation analysis of the preceding section, Eq. (26) gives
the critical angle hcrit = 35� when Eq. (24) is first verified at the bar central zone (t = tB). It
means that the possible localization band would form an angle of 35� with the horizontal axis.
Fig. 5b plots the distribution of the orthogonal directions to gcrit defined by the angle hcrit on
the complete bar (even when the central point is the only one verifying det[Qep] = 0 at that
instant). Furthermore, Fig. 5c displays in light gray, and at the same time, those finite ele-
ments which are in a plastic loading condition. Clearly, it could be observed that this time does
not correspond with the beginning of the strain localization process.

After an additional period of time, at tloc > tB, the strain localization process begins at
the bar center. The thin material slice in plastic loading follows an horizontal direction, see
Fig. 6b. Theoretical angle determined by Eq. (26), providing the minimum of det[Qep],
remains to be approximately hcrit � 35� with det[Qep(H,gcrit(hcrit), tloc)] < 0, see Fig. 6a.
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Fig. 5. Analytical solution of instability problem applied to the axi-symmetric bar test: (a) First finite elements
that fulfill the critical material instability condition (Eq. (27)). (b) Critical bifurcation direction gcrit, computed
from Eq. (31). (c) Loading–unloading state. All figures correspond to the same integration time step (t = tB).
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However, in the same instant, the term det[Qep(H,g(hloc), tloc)] = 0 for an angle hloc � 0�.
This situation means that a material instability condition holds for approximately the hor-
izontal direction, in correspondence with the strain localization pattern observed. In the
upper part of Fig. 6b we show, in black, the finite elements that verify the condition:

det½QepðH ; gðhlocÞ; tlocÞ� ¼ 0; for hloc � 0	 ð56Þ

In subsequent times (t2 > tloc and t3 > t2), Fig. 6c and d show similar results. It can be
observed the close correspondence between the condition (56) and the evolution of
the strain localization pattern that is developing in the center of the bar. We conclude
that the ‘‘initial” critical direction, determined by the first time that the acoustic tensor
becomes singular, is not compatible with the expected cup-cone localization mode, and
therefore, the localization process does not begin at that time. However, at a subsequent
time, it is observed a different direction, making singular the acoustic tensor that pro-
duces strain localization. This direction agrees with the typical cup-cone failure mode
geometry.

This response differs significantly from the rectangular bar test solution, where a shear
band localizes with an angle hcrit � 45� coinciding very approximately with the solution of
problem (26), (27) and generating a kinematically admissible mechanism of deformation.

5.2. Mesh dependence analysis of the round bar tensile test

A well know consequence of adopting a constitutive model not having a characteristic
length, like the GTN one, is that the material instability induces a pathological dependence
of the numerical results with the mesh size. In this subsection, we analyze this spurious
response by means of the above presented round bar tensile test.

Three uniform meshes (M1, M2 and M3) of BBAR finite elements having aspect ratios
equal to 1 are used, see Fig. 7a:c. The material parameters, corresponding to a typical
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process evolution. Both figures, in each column, correspond to identical integration time steps (t1, t2 and t3

respectively).
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steel, are: q1 = 1.5, q2 = 1.0, q3 = 2.25, initial void fraction f0 = 0.01, fN = 0.04, sN = 0.1,
eN = 0.3, ry/E = 1/100, m = 0.3, fC = 0.15, fF = 0.25. We assume a material without hard-
ening (H = 0).

Fig. 7d plots the load (nominal average stress) vs. displacement (average strain) curves
for the three meshes. The complete loss of structural load carrying capacity is obtained by
removing those finite elements where some of their Gauss Point have reached a void frac-
tion level f > 0.2. We have not detected a substantial change of the structural response by
choosing a higher value of f for removing them. This technique has been widely used in
ductile fracture simulation, see Tvergaard and Needleman (2006).

From Fig. 7d and after the localization process begins, we can observe the strong
dependence of the post-critical slope, and therefore the dependence of the dissipated struc-
tural energy, with the mesh size, in this stage.

Clearly, a constitutive model regularization becomes mandatory in this type of
problems.

5.3. Convergence and cost analysis of the integration schema

An additional topic studied by means of the same round bar tensile test is the conver-
gence rate of the implicit and Impl–Ex numerical integration algorithms.

Adopting the same material model of the previous subsection, we obtain several solu-
tions with the most refined mesh (M3) using both algorithms, the implicit and the Impl–
Ex. Every run has a fixed integration time step length along the complete analysis. These
solutions are plotted in Fig. 8a. The numerical simulations were controlled by imposing an
incremental top displacement in the specimen, being that the time step length Dt* corre-
sponds to an incremental average strain of value: De = 2.3 
 10�4.

The convergence rates of both integration algorithms are plotted in Fig. 8b. We adopt
the implicit solution with Dt*/8 as the exact one, and compute the norm-L2 of the error
corresponding to the other numerical solutions as follows:

kekL2
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Z
ðR� RexÞ2 de

� 	1=2
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Table 1
Relative computational cost analysis: Implicit vs. Impl–Ex algorithms

Integration method Step length Mean number of iterations Relative CPU time

Implicit Dt* 4–5 1
(3–4) (0.67)

tol.: 1. 
 10�3 Dt*/2 4–6 1.9
(2–3) (1.1)

(tol.: 1. 
 10�1) Dt*/4 4–6 3.4
(2–3) (1.9)

Impl–Ex Dt* 1 0.15
Dt*/2 1 0.30
Dt*/4 1 0.60
Dt*/8 1 1.2
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where R is the normalized average stress load/area (Rex is the normalized average stress for
the assumed exact solution) and e the axial mean strain. Although the error of the implicit
procedure is smaller than the Impl–Ex one using identical time step increments, both solu-
tions present identical convergence rates.

Table 1 provides a comparative analysis of the computational cost demanded by every
solution. The implicit solutions requires more CPU time as the tolerance of the equilib-
rium equation is more adjusted. The CPU time cost of the Impl–Ex scheme, using Dt*/
8, is 1.2 times larger than the implicit strategy cost with Dt*.

Respect to the comparative analysis between both algorithms, an important additional
remark should be mentioned. As the loading–unloading process arises in the center of the
bar, the implicit algorithm displays a dramatic loss of robustness, and therefore, the loss of
convergence becomes a very serious drawback. Alternatively, due to the effective tangent
tensor properties (Ceff, from Eq. (53)), the Impl–Ex procedure provides a global stiffness
matrix that remains positive definite and constant throughout the complete analysis. As
a direct consequence, the numerical solution is well-posed in every time step and requires
only one iteration to converge. This feature provides a notable improvement of the algo-
rithmic robustness.

6. Ductile fracture analysis in plane strain

In a recent work, Tvergaard and Needleman (2006) simulate the crack growth resis-
tance of a structural steel assuming that the material has two well separated scales of void
sizes, of the order 1 and 100 lm. The growth and coalescence of the larger voids are explic-
itly modeled by means of islands of softer material. They are embedded in a matrix mate-
rial with a smaller scale of void distribution. The smaller scale void fraction evolution
(growth and coalescence) is described by a GTN constitutive material model.

Those authors perform a full 3D analysis by considering a slice of material. The larger
void distribution are represented by spherical islands embedded in the matrix, and the
matrix is subjected to boundary conditions resembling a plane strain state. Their results
are compared with a typical 2D analysis that the same authors had published previously.

In this section, we simulate a similar problem by means of a plane strain 2D model, The
larger void size are assumed to be hollow cylinders. Our results are compared with the
plane strain ones of Tvergaard and Needleman (2006).
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Two aspects are mainly addressed in the present study:

(i) In the first part, we analyze the dependence of the results with the mesh size. A pos-
terior discussion is presented.

(ii) A second analysis is addressed to understand the relation between the material sta-
bility condition with the observed strain localization mode.

6.1. Numerical model

A plane strain slice of a material having two scales of void sizes is studied. The domain
of analysis corresponds to an enough large crack tip neighborhood to verify the small scale
yielding assumption. Displacement boundary conditions are imposed on the boundary
A � B � C, see Fig. 9b, and given by

ux ¼
2ð1þ mÞKI

E

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
r

2p

r
cosðh=2Þ½1� 2mþ sin2ðh=2Þ� ð58Þ

uy ¼
2ð1þ mÞKI

E

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
r

2p

r
sinðh=2Þ½2� 2m� cos2ðh=2Þ� ð59Þ

This displacement distribution is compatible with the singular stress field of the linear elas-
tic solution, the K-field, around a sharp crack loaded in mode I. This classical solution

could be found in standard textbooks on Fracture Mechanics. The stress intensity factor

KI is related with the integral J through: J ¼ K2
I
ð1�m2Þ

E . In Eqs. (58), (59), r and h are the po-
lar coordinates of the point.
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θ

Fig. 9. Ductile crack growth. Finite element model: Meshes M1 (element size �60 lm), M2 (element size
�30 lm), M3 (element size �15 lm), M4 (element size �8 lm).
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In the same Fig. 9a, it can be seen the pattern that we have adopted for the cylindrical
void distribution. The reference length size is h = 200 lm and the cylindrical void diame-
ters are: dv = 0.338h what is equivalent (for the larger void scale) to a volume void fraction
f = 0.045.

The material is characterized by the following parameters: ry/E = 0.0025, Poisson’s
ratio m = 0.3, initial void fraction f0 = 0.0005, fN = 0.04, sN = 0.1 and eN = 0.3. The mate-
rial hardening is described by the following law:

r0

ry

¼ 1þ E�e
ry

� �N

ð60Þ

where N = 0.1.

6.2. Sensitivity analysis of the results with the mesh size

We solve the problem by using four BBAR finite element quadrilateral meshes:
M1,M2,M3 and M4, see Fig. 9c and f. The element sizes in that meshes range from the
order of 1 to 0.1 times the radius of the cylindrical larger voids.

In Fig. 10a we plot, for the four meshes, the curves corresponding to the crack mouth
opening displacement (b � bo) (scaled by the size bo = 0.62h) vs. the load level. The last
term, the load level, is characterized by the scaled integral J (J/(robo)). These results are
compared with the solution presented in Tvergaard and Needleman (2006). Fig. 10b dis-
plays the crack growth resistance curves for all meshes and their comparison with the ref-
erence work.

The first conclusion we can obtain from this comparison is the following one. Even
when both models show some important differences between them, such as (a) a linear
kinematics vs. the exact one in Tvergaard and Needleman (2006); or (b) an inviscid mate-
rial law vs. the viscous one of the same reference; there are not significant differences
between both results. Much more important differences arise when comparing the 3D
analysis results assuming spherical voids respect to the 2D plane strain model results with
cylindrical voids.
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An additional important remark can be reported. It was mentioned in the literature
that, in the crack growth problem, the voids of larger size determine a characteristic length
that implicitly induces a constitutive model regularization and yields a numerical response
insensibles to the mesh size. However, this conclusion is not clear for us. Fig. 10b does not
show a response being clearly mesh size independent. In this aspect, we consider that we
need to perform further studies addressed to determine the relative weight of the dissipated
energy into the strain localization zone (C0), that can be considered as the energy spent in
the creation of a new crack surface, respect to the total dissipated energy of the loading
process (C). It should be considered that an important part of (C) corresponds to the stable
plastic deformation dissipated energy (Cp) close to the crack tip. We know that the first
component (C0) of the total energy (C) is strongly dependent of the mesh size, tending
to zero as the mesh size goes to zero, which is not an admissible physical behavior. We
mention the contributions of Tvergaard and Hutchinson (1992) and Pardoen et al.
(2004) who have analyzed the relative weight between those energies.

6.3. Analytical bifurcation condition vs. strain localization modes

In Fig. 11a the void fraction, at the end of the analysis, is displayed. This result is
obtained by removing those finite elements having some Gauss Point with a void fraction
greater than 0.2. In the same figure, the removed finite elements are painted with dark gray.
It could be observed in the most fine mesh that the crack growth follows an irregular hor-
izontal line (x–y plane). The damage begins in a large void island trying to capture a shear
band mode at 45o, see the plastic strain pattern in Fig. 11b. However, the high stress triax-
iality existing along the horizontal direction, between two contiguous voids, makes the vol-
ume void fraction (for the small void scale) grows faster, forcing the coalescence of two
contiguous horizontal large voids and inducing the material exhaustion in that direction.

In Fig. 11c and e we analyze, in a sequence of time steps (240, . . . , 260), the relation
between the analytical bifurcation condition, given by Eq. (26), (27), and the strain local-
ization mode above described. The sequence of figures in column ‘‘e” shows the material
zone where the instability condition det [Qep] = 0 is detected. Initially, at the time step 240,
it is observed that the material stability is lost in a large zone, close to the crack tip. In the
zone between two horizontal contiguous large voids, the critical angle which makes min-
imum the det[Qep], ranges from hcrit � 30� to 40� respect to the vertical line. In that stage,
neither the direction of the critical angle coincides with the strain localization pattern
finally developed, nor the typical plastic loading/unloading process (across a bandwidth
size of only one element) starts to happens, see the sequence of pictures in Fig. 11d. It
is not until the step 248 that the loading/unloading process in point P begins. It could
be observed in the same instant (column ‘‘e”) that the condition det[Qep] = 0 is obtained
for an angle hloc � 0o. Furthermore, in the same instant, column ‘‘c” shows that f < fc at
the P point. It is only after the step 250 that the material reach a void fraction f > fc.
Clearly, in this case, fc is not the value that induces localization.

A similar conclusion like that in Section 5.1 is then obtained. The ‘‘initial” critical direc-
tion (hcrit) compatible with the first time (tB) that the acoustic tensor becomes singular,
does not necessarily induce the localization process (loading/unloading mechanism). How-
ever, at a subsequent time (tloc), it is observed a different angular direction (hloc), very close
to zero, producing a strain localization mechanism compatible with a crack propagation
opening in mode I.
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7. Conclusions

Several topics addressed to the numerical solution of ductile fracture problems by means
of numerical methods, using the GTN continuum constitutive model, have been presented:

(i) An analytical strategy to determine the material critical bifurcation condition in
closed form for the most general 3D cases. With this procedure we have analyzed
the critical angle that makes minimum the determinant of the acoustic tensor. It
has been remarked that, under high stress triaxiality effects, a critical angle close
to zero, respect to the maximum principal stress, is admissible. In those cases, where
localization happens just when the critical condition is verified (with hcrit � 0�), this
property could induces strain localization mode I of fracture. Alternatively, being the
critical angle hcrit 6¼ 0 at tB, a mode I of failure has been observed when the strain
localization process is delayed in such a way that at a posterior time tloc > tB, the
angle hloc � 0 fulfills the material instability condition (det[Qep(gloc(hloc))] = 0).

(ii) The Impl–Ex integration algorithm has become a fundamental numerical tool for
obtaining the results here presented. We remark that our numerical model corre-
sponds to an inviscid constitutive response and quasi-static loading conditions. It
means that there are neither a constitutive (like a viscosity factor) nor a mass matrix
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terms regularizing the problem. The robustness of the Impl–Ex algorithm allow us to
solve the ductile fracture problems as a sequence of linear ones. The error norm con-
vergence rate of the Impl–Ex algorithm is similar to the implicit ones. The numerical
solution of every time integration step by means of this procedure, in the linear kine-
matics context, requires only one iteration to converge. Therefore, every step needs
only one stiffness matrix factorization.

(iii) The material instability condition in the stain localization direction, even when it is
not the critical one, has been studied. Its relation with the large-scale-size void coa-
lescence has been remarked.

The regularization of the GTN constitutive model is imperative. In a forthcoming
paper, the author will be addressing this issue based on the strong discontinuity approach
(Oliver et al., 1999, Oliver et al., 2002). In order to reach a successful implementation of
this technique, the studies presented in this paper becomes mandatory.
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Appendix A

A.1. Explicit form of the matrix Jacobian components in Eq. (34)

Each term of the Jacobian tensor must be computed as follows:

J aa ¼
oRa

oDep
p
¼ 1

2r2
0

½4qþ 9q1q2
2jf �Dep

q coshðaÞ�; a ¼ � 3

2

q2p
r0

ðA:1Þ

J ab ¼
oRa

oDep
q
¼ 1

r2
0

½�6lDep
p þ 3q1q2r0f � sinhðaÞ� ðA:2Þ

J ac ¼
oRa

o�e
¼ � 1

2r3
0

½8qDep
p þ 3q1q2f �Dep

qð3q2p coshðaÞ þ 2r0 sinhðaÞÞ� or0

o�e
ðA:3Þ

J ad ¼
oRa

oDf
¼ 3

r0

q1q2Dep
q sinhðaÞ of �

of
ðA:4Þ

J ba ¼
oRb

oDep
p
¼ 3

r0

q1q2jf � sinhðaÞ ðA:5Þ

J bb ¼
oRb

oDep
q
¼ � 6

r2
0

ql ðA:6Þ

J bc ¼
oRb

oD�e
¼ � 1

r3
0

or0

o�e
½2q2 þ 3q1q2pr0f � sinhðaÞ� ðA:7Þ

J bd ¼
oRb

oDf
¼ 2

of �

of
½q1 coshðaÞ � q3f �� ðA:8Þ

J ca ¼
oRc

oDep
p
¼ �

jDep
p þ p

ð1� f Þr0

ðA:9Þ
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J cb ¼
oRc

oDep
q
¼
�3lDep

q þ q

ð1� f Þr0

ðA:10Þ

J cc ¼
oRc

oD�e
¼
ðpDep

p � qDep
qÞ
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o�e � r2
0ð1� f Þ

ð1� f Þr2
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ðA:11Þ

J cd ¼
oRc
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¼
ðpDep

p � qDep
qÞ

ð1� f Þ2r0

ðA:12Þ

J da ¼
oRd

oDep
p
¼ ð1� f Þ ðA:13Þ

J db ¼
oRd

oDep
q
¼ 0 ðA:14Þ

J dc ¼
oRd
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J dc J dd

� �
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A.2. Useful expressions

In this appendix we write the final expressions for some variables defined and used in
previous sections of the paper:

M ¼ o/
or
¼ q1q2f �

r0

sinhðaÞ1þ 3

r2
0

S; a ¼ � 3

2

q2p
r0

ðA:21Þ

trðMÞ ¼ ð1 : MÞ ¼ 3q1q2f �

r0

sinhðaÞ ðA:22Þ

C e ¼ k1� 1þ 2lI ¼ j1� 1þ 2l I� 1

3
1� 1

� �
ðA:23Þ

where l and k are the elastic Lame’s parameters, and j the bulk modulus.

1 ¼ dijðei � ejÞ; I ¼ 1

2
ðdikdjl þ dildjkÞðei � ej � ek � elÞ ðA:24Þ

dij : Kronecker’s Delta; dij ¼
1 if i ¼ j

0 if i 6¼ j

(
ðA:25Þ

Qe ¼ g � C e � g ¼ l1þ ðlþ kÞg� g ðA:26Þ
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P ¼ ðC e : MÞ ¼ j trðMÞ1þ 6l
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